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BOARD OF HEALTH MINUTES 

TOWN BUILDING 

May 9, 2022 

  

The meeting was called to order at 6:30 p.m. Present via Zoom was Brian McNamara (BM). In 

person were; Gigi Anand MD (GA), John Schuler MD (JS), and Robert Defrancesco (RD). Also 

present were Darren MacCaughey (DM) Health Agent, Ruth Mori MSN RN (RM) Public Health 

Nurse, School Nurse Leader, Julia Junghanns (JJ) Director of Public Health.  

 

Dan Sperry (DS) Charles Mazokopos (CM), Hannah Scott Lawson (HSL), Ketan Galhotra (KG)  

Ping Jin (PJ), Robert Nislick (RN) 

 

RD: Roll Call: BM - Here JS - Here GA  - Here.  

  

6:30 p.m. Public Comment 
Peter 8 East Road Owner with Comments on 7 East Road who doesn’t believe there have been 

any hardships to justify variances. Propose for an approval only of construction of a house 

similar to the size of the original home.  

 

Email Comment RD: reading email from a parent discussing their child’s daycare. Daycare 

where all children under 5 and cannot be vaccinated. With new variant I would hope masks 

would be made mandatory again. Many teachers do not wear masks and only half the kids are 

wearing masks - Linda.  

  

6:35 p.m. Covid 19 updates, Public Health Nurse Ruth Mori  
RM: Current uptick in cases. Confirmed cases from PCR data, don’t have data on antigen tests 

except for in schools. We follow up on individuals, our school nurses are following up on school 

age cases. We do follow up with individuals who are age 65 and older, and typically those who 

are under 5. Guidance has not changed since March from the Department of Public Health. A 

case came from an assisted living facility today. There are specific reporting protocols where all 

are tested and cases are reported to Department of Public Health. We are not aware of anyone 

who has tested positive within community who has needed to seek assistance outside their home, 

low hospitalizations and covid related deaths. I am working with our daycares and preschools. 

They have their own set of guidelines through the DPH. Our schools are seeing uptick as well. 2 

weeks ago we had 50 kids who were testing positive within our district. Last week it was 100. As 

of today 37 more cases. All students and families are being recommended to mask in the schools, 

all of the windows are staying open, kids are going outside for lunch. Happy Hollow has 9 

children in one classroom who are positive. 7 in another, 4 in another (of different grades). There 

is one classroom 2nd grade in Loker with 9 students. Claypit has 8 students. Average class sizes 

of 22 kids. Schools are distancing, working on ventilation, sending test kits home, and they have 

been doing additional cleaning. They will be looking at if they need to employ more strategies at 

the School Committee meeting this week. The classrooms with increasing cases, have had emails 

containing mitigating strategies sent out to them. Pool testing has yielded increased pools that 

were positive. Most of the time we do pool testing (Thursdays) we actually already know those 

kids are leaving school because they are symptomatic. So when we get test results on Friday they 
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are usually already removed and being given Covid education. Put a flu advisory out for our 

public, specifically in our schools we are seeing a lot of flu cases. We have since the 1st, 37 

confirmed cases within our district, not including the high school. A lot of pediatric flu. No one 

has required medical intervention outside of primary care doctor. Those are our sicker kids, not 

those with covid. Our pediatric providers are all being inundated with flu cases. Most of the kids 

we are seeing have a sore throat as well as a fever. GA: Is this uptake related to school vacation? 

RM: Yes, this is not uncommon with our school vacation weeks. We are hoping it will taper out. 

Just a reminder, household transmission remains high. JS: Parents to kids? Opposite? RM: We 

are seeing it both ways in our community. Often with our daycare students we may see more 

from parent to child.  

  

6:45 p.m. Discussion and Vote. Adopt NEW Regulations for On-site Subsurface Sewage 

Disposal Systems and Wastewater Treatment Facilities. REVOKE Regulations for the 

Design, Operation and Maintenance of Small Wastewater Treatment Facilities, and 

Regulations for On-site Subsurface Sewage Disposal Systems 

https://www.wayland.ma.us/health-department. 
Director Julia Junghanns distributes copies of new regulations for discussion. Discussion of new 

edits to the regulations following the recent public hearing. Brian McNamara leads discussion 

mostly with grammatical and spelling errors, updating subsection designations, and altering 

some language.  

 

DM: Exemption Section #4. How it’s written now is not how we’ve been enforcing it. Regarding 

60% they are allowed to add, it’s a rolling total over the years, and that isn’t clear. BM: Should 

say for original dwelling's living area. We are changing “construction of new residential 

addition/modifications which propose to add heated and finished living area of 60% or greater 

than the original dwelling’s existing living area.” 

 

JJ: Need to make decision on Section F, Groundwater Testing Season. BM: Should use mottling 

because it is 90% of what we are doing. JJ: When we do soil testing we are using mottling to 

decide where the water table is. DM: As opposed to requiring in-season testing, which hasn’t 

proven to be useful over the years, so it wouldn’t hold up a builder. General agreement. Entire F 

section will be removed, and G will become F.  

 

DM: Section 4 Part 5.  Under C1 most of that section should be stricken. All tanks, pump 

chambers, grease traps should be monolithic. And get rid of everything else. General 

Agreement.  

 

JJ: Comments from Michael Gitten on Page 10. The original language included that alterations 

and repairs would be required to get a permit from us. That’s not really what we were interested 

in? We want to be involved in the original process of a new facility, then an annual permit that 

they apply for. Alterations or Repairs would really be under other umbrellas of the state or other 

regulations. I updated the language to say “Alterations or Repairs must be done by a contractor 

who is licensed and experienced in handling such repairs and any respective required local or 

state permits as per state regulation.”  

https://www.wayland.ma.us/health-department
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BM: Make a motion to adopt the new Wayland BOH proposed regulations for onsite 

subsurface sewage disposal systems and wastewater treatment facilities as written and 

modified on May 9th, 2022. JS second. Roll call vote. BM - Yes, JS - Yes, GA - Yes, RD - 

Yes. Approved 4-0.  
 

BM: Motion that the adopted septic regulations dated May 9th 2022 go into effect 45 days 

after approval from the state and old regs will be revoked. JS - second. Roll call vote. BM - 

Yes, JS - Yes, GA - Yes, RD - Yes. Approved 4-0.  
 

7:00 p.m. 7 East Road - Demo and new construction with variances and greater than 60% 

being added (no additional bedrooms), Septic Designer Mike Sullivan (MS), owner Charles 

Mazokopos (CM) 
 

DM: Applicant came in with designer to tear down the house at 7 East Road and proposed house 

and septic plans. At that time the Board reviewed it and did not feel the septic was large enough 

for what was proposed. They also thought the size of the house was too large (too much new 

heated living space) so did not approve, continued, and asked to come back with a smaller house 

and larger septic. We received a submittal around end of March and I reviewed it at that time. 

The SAS had been enlarged by 96 sq ft, (488->584 sq ft), still no reserve area sited. Added some 

stormwater controls to septic plan. Design gallons per day for the leach area is a little larger as 

well. With the reductions in size that they’re allowed for the innovative alternative technology, 

and they basically sized leach area for 6 bedroom house per state regulations. But they are not 

proposing that many bedrooms. It would be considered 4 bedrooms per our local regulations. 

They moved the finished heated third floor room and bathroom. Now proposed as unconditioned 

attic storage without bathroom. Removed around 394 sq ft of living space. Everything else 

remained unchanged: 3 bedrooms on the second floor along with 2 bathrooms and a laundry 

room. Total finished area 1,299sqft for second floor. Proposed combo kitchen dining room and 

family room on first floor. Total finished 832 sq ft. Basement has family room with half bath, 

298 square feet. Original house at the time was 1,614 sqft of living area although that has been 

brought into contention. Proposed house is at 2,429 square feet, compared to 2,823 that board 

saw at last hearing. Make point that board should consider the McCallum Associates structural 

condition report as i don't think it was discussed much at the prior meeting.  

BM: what does original GIS say for square footage of the home? DM: Often the numbers an 

architect will draft are more accurate than what the assessors have for their numbers. There is a 

lot of estimation as they're not allowed in the house for measurements. BM: We’re supposed to 

go from the original map of the assessors to see if it was ever a smaller house, or if there were 

additions? DM: He was here to get a variance from the new construction definition, if he got the 

variance that wouldn’t apply. CM: There’s no record of the existing home built or any 

renovations. DM: 1,036 for first floor, attic as being 216 square feet of living area. DM: Board 

asked applicant to reduce square footage, CM had asked how much he should reduce by, and 

DM did not have that answer. They put together their best guess and submitted.  

CM shows the new plans. BM: Disconnect between your 1,614, and the assessors 1,252. If it is 

really 1,252 you are over the 60%. JJ: we probably need to clarify that number to determine the 

true percent increase. This is also a demolition? CM: Yes we have some structural issues with 
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the house. Mccallum Associates went through the house and found the foundation failing, walls 

failing, and the concrete is failing, there is water in the basement, a lot of moisture and mold. The 

structure itself is undersized for modern standards. JJ: Think BM is right, need to clarify the 

square footage. CM: How? BM: Meet with the assessor. I don’t think we’re trying to limit you, 

but there is a disconnect between the assessor and the architect. JS: No reserve? DM: Yes, CM is 

asking for a variance for new construction, to not have a reserve area.  

 

7:10 p.m. 50 Rice Road, Animal Keeping permit to keep chickens, Owner Hannah Scott-

Lawson (HSL) , Ketan Galhotra (KG) (will be Continued to next meeting) 
JJ: Hannah is on Zoom Call. Will be continued to next meeting, there was miscommunication 

regarding abutters. Abutters were notified but some were missing. For next time, Hannah does 

not have to re-notify all abutters, just ones that were missed.  

HSL: Questions about abutter list; she asked if the list that we had emailed, some of them are a 

full house away. Is the list fully exhaustive of the abutters we have to write to? JJ: I will get in 

touch with you to make sure you have all the correct info.  

 

BM: Motion we continue hearing for 50 Rice Road animal keeping permit until next BOH 

meeting scheduled for June 13th, 2022. JS: second. Roll call vote. BM - Yes, JS- Yes, GA - 

Yes, RD - Yes. Vote 4-0, continue approved.  

 

7:15 p.m. 187 Rice Road, update on Rooster complaint and legal order, Owner Ping Jin 

(PJ) 
JJ: Complaint regarding application we are hearing today. Applicant received a legal order. RN: 

Attorney for owners of 158 Buckskin Drive. Late last summer or early fall, owners began 

hearing multiple roosters, disturbing enjoyment of life and property. They are being woken up 

before 6AM every morning, and the rooster continues to crow throughout the day. Called Health 

Department late March to ask whether owners of 187 Rice Road had a permit to keep live fowl, 

confirmed they did not. We explained in written correspondence that it was having an impact on 

client’s enjoyment of life and property, recognized in Wayland town regulations as unsanitary 

conditions. On April 1st, the director and another Health department employee went to 187 Rice 

Road and confirmed there were multiple roosters at the property. Received an email from 

director, saying owners understood the complaint. On April 15th, the owners of 187 Rice Road 

ordered to remove all roosters within 48 hours of the receipt of the order. We checked certified 

mail return receipt 187 Rice road received order on April 18th. It is possible they may have 

removed some of the roosters, but there was still at least one rooster on the property crowing all 

day. We have an order issued April 15th, and it is May 9th, the owners are clearly in defiance of 

that order. Contacted the animal control officer, who said she was authorized to remove 

unpermitted roosters. I wrote back to Julia with office cc’d that this might solve the problem if 

the officer was authorized to remove the rooster. Officer informed me that she brings the rooster 

to a farm in Berlin which takes care of it.  

 

BM: Is the rooster still on the property? PJ: We have one rooster. I talked to the control officer 

for her to relocate the rooster, and made plans to move the rooster to a friend in another town. 

BM: But right now you don’t have a permit to have livestock on your property and are in 

defiance of a town order. PJ: I didn’t know that we needed a permit to keep chicken on the 
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property. I talked to Julia since we found out and now application in process. BM: Correct, but 

right now you can’t have a rooster. You don’t have a pass to keep the animal until you get a 

permit, because the permit will likely not be issued. PJ: I will have the animal control officer 

help me remove the rooster. JJ: Tomorrow. This has been going on for quite a long time. We did 

send an order, and the 48 hours is long expired. Next step could potentially involve fines or other 

penalties. I can get in touch with her, but he needs to agree because she will be going on his 

property, so better if he calls her. I will confirm that that takes place.  

 

David Dallesandro (DD): I just want to spend a moment telling the effect on us. I work from 

home, writing books, and conduct a number of meetings on Zoom. The rooster is very disruptive. 

I have no objection to chickens and eggs, just want rooster removed. Thank you.  

 

JJ: One thing I want to mention. The amount of applications for chickens has skyrocketed. This 

is a lot of work with the existing regulations and process, I think we should consider changing 

our regulations in the near future so that staff has a bit more leeway. If we can get passed any 

applications that don't require a variance, or have any complaints, we can avoid BOH meetings.  

 

7:25 p.m. Mosquito Control-discuss process for opt out of aerial adult mosquito control-

vote on recommendation to Select Board 
JJ: This is an agenda item for discussion. There is a new process for municipalities to be able to 

opt out of state managed mosquito control. When there is a public health emergency they would 

trigger aerial mosquito spraying. I think for towns that are experiencing a lot of diseased 

mosquito activity this would potentially be an issue for those communities that don’t appreciate 

all the spraying. Areas that have a lot of cedar swamps with mosquitos that test positive for EEE. 

Wanted to formally discuss this and have board take a position. Spoke to interim town manager 

Steve Crane about this who agreed BOH should discuss this. Because we utilize services of East 

Middlesex Mosquito Control we do use larvicide. The larviciding program involves helicopter 

larviciding, the catch basins, and we also do surveillance and test. Samples are sent to the lab and 

tested for diseases such as West Nile Virus. EEE could also be a risk in our town and county. 

Sudbury which had a lot of problems with EEE a few years ago. If we look at state guidelines for 

how communities should consider whether we are opting out, they are forecasting that we are at 

a higher risk this mosquito season. I think we should utilize resources from the state if they are 

available. If they decide to do aerial spraying it is when there is a lot of activity and diseased 

mosquitoes. General Agreement. RD: How often? JJ: It really doesn’t happen often in this 

community. BM: Even when they go to spray, the winds aren’t right and they don’t spray. JS: Do 

they do sampling analysis for us? JJ: The state does the testing. We pay the East Middlesex 

Mosquito Control Project to get those samples, and collect them, check traps, and determine the 

populations, and which samples are to be tested. Lab sends results to us if there are any positives. 

GA: Any downsides to the chemicals being used? JJ: Every year they have a process for 

determining which product they use each year. I would guess it’s the same product they have 

used, but they may have switched, but I don’t have that information right now. It’s not as good as 

using something like a BTI (microbial product) that is much less harmful to the environment. For 

the adult mosquito control they have in the past used Anvil 10x10, and there are specific 

guidelines for how they use that product and where they use it. I could get a data sheet on what 
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that product includes. It is not the same as what we proactively use, BTI, which is a naturally 

occurring bacterium found in the soil, disturbing growth of the larvae. We are hoping that we 

don’t have to have spraying, but we could allow this to happen by not opting out. Sudbury is not 

opting out, Bedford is not opting out, unsure about Weston. Each town makes a decision, but 

really it would impact the entire area. We need to consider the areas and mosquitos in 

surrounding towns.  

 

JS: Make a motion to recommend that we continue to enlist the help of the state, and not 

opt out. BM: Second. Roll call vote: JS - Yes, BM - Yes, GA - Yes, Rd - Yes. Vote 4-0 

motion approved.  
 

7:40 p.m. Correspondence, 484-490 Boston Post Rd Alta at River’s edge re: RTN 3-36013 

and 3-37278 from Vertext, 298 Boston Post Road from Mass DEP re: 3-0022753 notice of 

responsibility 
JJ: Letter from Vertex, the environmental company working for Wood Partners regarding 

availability of response to comments. There are requirements for them to publicly discuss the 

cleanup of that site. Next public information meeting is the beginning of June. I know they had 

found PFAS in the water there, and there were other contaminants also identified that they have 

been cleaning up. There has been communication with Ben Gould who has responded. I haven’t 

received responses back to the town. There was a letter from the Mass DEP regarding 298 

Boston Post Road. This is regarding a notice of responsibility, there was a deadline they were 

provided regarding an oil or hazardous material spill that occurred there in 2003. Says in the 

letter on April 9th, 2003, Mass DEP was notified of a release of chlorinated solvents. They still 

have obligations to the state to do more work to meet the state’s requirement of the cleanup. The 

state oversees this process through the Mass Contingency Plan.  

 

JJ: We received response from medical marijuana treatment center regarding comments from the 

Board of Health. All products tracked by inventory control system to prevent internal diversion 

of product and packed in tamper resistant packaging with clear warning signs about unauthorized 

use. CCC conducts unannounced inspections of facilities under their jurisdiction to ensure 

compliance with regulations which include a prohibition against dispensing medical marijuana to 

individuals who do not present a medical patient card. Company provided the planning board 

with a traffic memo which has been peer reviewed and determined accurate. Planning board will 

place conditions on special permit to be issued addressing concerns. There is an intake process 

explaining things to the patient about concerns regarding driving, counseling usually takes 10-15 

minutes. If they have excess product, operator may reduce production to make sure unused 

supply is dispensed. Plant cultivation is usually four months, until opening, company may choose 

to purchase from another licensed operator. Company only purchases inventory from licensed 

third party operator. Products are under the same regulation by the CCC. All products will be 

independently tested for contaminants.  

 

7:45 p.m. Update on department activity, Tobacco compliance checks and violations, 

housing 
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JJ: We had another compliance check done by regional counterpart who handles tobacco 

compliance checks. We had a violation for sale of flavored tobacco product at 28 Boston Post 

Road. They have already paid their fine of $1,000. Wayland Wine and Spirits has still not paid 

fine which was for selling to an individual under age of 21 (from back in November). Owner said 

he was sending the check in. JS: That’s six months. Should there be an additional penalty? BM: 

That’s the person looking for a reduction in the fine? JJ: yes. I’m not sure there is an ability to 

issue another fine or what the process would be.  

 

JJ: We also have had issues at 373 Commonwealth Road Apartment Complex. One of the issues 

was resolved which was related to no cold water. There would periodically be warm cold water, 

then a little warmer. We verified this was happening, and pushed the property manager of the 

building that handles the repairs and they were able to fix it, after repeatedly following up with 

them. We got a call last week saying there was a flood in their bathroom. Was instructed to 

contact the property manager and return with unresolved issues. We have another complaint at 

another condo development where they are collecting a lot of boxes inside a unit. This is a fire 

hazard that blocks pathways. We will return to this property to help resolve this issue. We have 

successfully worked with this person and partnered with the Fire Chief before but it is an 

ongoing issue. 

 

JJ: we have on boarded our new grant manager for the Covid 19 grant, and have an 

epidemiologist working in the office as well, also part of the grant. JS: How long do we have 

them? JJ: The grant runs through 2023, but potentially could be longer as we could roll the 

money into the following year.  

 

7:50 p.m. General business, Bills, Review and approve Minutes 4/4/22, 8/19/20, 9/30/20 
 

BM: Motion to approve the April 4th, 2022 meeting minutes as submitted. GA: second. 

Roll call vote: JS - yes, BM - yes, GA - Yes, RD - Yes. 4-0 Approved. 
 

BM: Motion to approve the August 19th, 2020 meeting minutes. GA: Second. Roll call vote: 

BM - yes, JS - yes, RD - Yes. 3-0 Approved. 
 

BM: Motion to approve the minutes from September 30th, 2020. JS: Second. Roll call vote: 

BM - Yes, JS - yes, RD - Yes. Vote 3-0 Approved.  
 

7:55 p.m. Topics not reasonably anticipated by the chair 48 hours in advance of the 

meeting, if any.  
 

JJ: Last note regarding Town Meeting. There is no guidance specific to a town meeting event. 

Spoke to Bill Murphy of Sudbury, who said they had about 300 people in their meeting indoors. 

(We are expecting close to 1,000 and planning outside). If inside it would be in the High School 
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field house.  BM: Can we put a BOH message on the electronic sign recommending people wear 

masks? JJ: The message can probably be posted somewhere. If the Board wanted to make a 

recommendation I can share it with the front office for if the meeting gets moved indoors. JS: I 

just think the cloth masks aren’t effective. BM: the weather is most likely going to be good so 

probably won’t be necessary to go inside. JJ: There will be a supply of surgical masks available.  

 

JJ: It is BM’s last meeting. Thank you for your service to the town and for the help with the 

Septic Regulations.  

 

JS: Move we adjourn. BM: Second. Meeting adjourned. (note: vote to adjourn was skipped) 

 

Respectfully submitted,  

Zachary Jonas Senior Clerk  

Minutes 050922 

APPROVED 121222 

 

 

   


